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Machine Learning for analysis of speckle dynamics: quantification and outlier detection
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X-ray photon correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) provides an understanding of complex dynamics in materials
that are tied to their synthesis, properties, and behaviors. Analysis of XPCS data for dynamics that are far
from equilibrium is labor intense and often can impede the discovery process, especially in experiments with
high collection rates. Moreover, binning and averaging, involved in the analysis for alleviating poor signal-to-
noise ratio, leads to a loss of temporal resolution and the accumulation of systematic error for the parameters
quantifying the dynamics. Here, we integrate a denoising autoencoder model into workflows for the analysis
of nonequilibrium two-time intensity-intensity correlation functions. Noise reduction allows for extracting the
parameters that characterize the sample’s dynamics with the temporal resolution limited only by frame rates.
Not only does it improve the quantitative usage of the data, but it also creates the potential for automating the
analytical workflow, which is a key to high-throughput or autonomous XPCS experiments. Various approaches
for the uncertainty quantification and extension of the model for anomalies’ detection are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Technological advances, such as high-brightness x-ray
photon sources [1–3] and high-rate high-sensitivity detectors
[4,5], enable new discoveries [6] by means of x-ray photon
correlation spectroscopy (XPCS) [7–9]. XPCS experiments
provide insights into manufacturing processes, such as crystal
growth [10–13], curing reactions in polymer systems [14–16],
and three-dimensional (3D) printing [17–20], which are the
key to targeted, controlled material design. Such processes
typically follow complex far-from-equilibrium dynamics. Ad-
ditionally, nonequilibrium dynamics are a signature of many
functional systems studied with XPCS, including supercon-
ductors [21], proteins [22], alloys [23], metallic glasses [24],
charge-density-wave materials [25], and strained filled elas-
tomers [26].

Such dynamics are commonly represented via two-time
intensity-intensity correlation functions (C2s) [27], defined by
the expression

C2(q; t1, t2) = 〈I (q; t1)I (q; t2)〉
〈I (q; t1)〉〈I (q; t2)〉 , (1)

where I (q; t ) is the intensity of a detector pixel corresponding
to the wave vector q at time t . The average is taken over
pixels with equivalent q values. The quantitative analysis of
a nonequilibrium C2 [Fig. 1(a)] often starts with its binning
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along the sample’s age axis ta = (t1 + t2)/2 into quasiequi-
librium regions [28–31] prior to making cuts along the time
delay axis td = |t1 − t2| and averaging them, i.e., obtaining
aged one-time intensity-intensity correlation functions (C1s)
[32] of the delay time

C1(q; ta, td ) = 〈C2(q; ta, td )〉ta . (2)

The reason for binning and averaging is the reduction of
noise for subsequent analysis. The resulting C1s are fit to a
functional form that is characteristic for the dynamics under
investigation.

The traditional analysis of experimental data with complex
nonequilibrium dynamics presents several challenges. The
selection of quasiequilibrium regions is generally a notrivial
and time-consuming task, which requires interventions from
a researcher for visual inspection of the calculated C2 and
of intermediate fitting results. With increasing data collection
rates [34,35], it often becomes unfeasible to properly do on-
the-fly data analysis during XPCS experiments when such an
analysis relies on manual inputs. This can lead to inefficient
use of beam facilities and misdirect the efforts of scientific
staff. The sheer volume of collected data can reach hundreds
of thousands of C2s a day, making even the offline data
processing a demanding task. The analysis of nonequilibrium
C2s becomes a bottleneck towards understanding the material
dynamics and thus limiting scientific discoveries. Moreover,
the binning procedure deteriorates the temporal resolution
along the ta-direction. Automating the analytical routines is
an inevitable step for conducting measurements at modern
light source facilities [34], including high-throughput au-
tonomous XPCS experiments. The ability to perform the anal-
ysis with experimental frame-rate resolution is the ultimate
target.

Since the motivation behind binning and averaging the
data is to curtail the impact of noise, preprocessing a C2
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FIG. 1. Examples of intensity-intensity correlation functions.
(a) A nonequilibrium C2. t1 and t2 are experiment time measured
in frames. Yellow arrows indicate the directions of age axis ta and
time delay axis td , defined according to the formulas in the inset.
Pink dashed lines and the grey solid line represent the edges and
the bin center, respectively, for the region used for generating the
C1 in (b). (b) C1s for a single cut along the bin center (grey solid)
and average within the bin of 50 frames (pink dashed). Here and
henceforth, MATPLOTLIB library [33] is used for plotting.

with a noise-reducing algorithm would increase the chance of
achieving a frame-rate resolution along ta during quantitative
analysis. Previously, we demonstrated an approach for noise
reduction in C2s with equilibrium dynamics, which is based
on a convolutional neural network encoder-decoder model
(CNN–ED) [36]. The method is shown to work well for equi-
librium data and has a promising potential for use with slowly
ageing dynamics when applied as a sliding window along
ta. However, there are two major concerns regarding the use
of the model for general cases of nonequilibrium dynamics.
First, if the timescale of the dynamics changes fast, an equilib-
rium approximation may not be valid, even within narrow age
regions. Thus, the application of the model would lead to loss
of experimental resolution and the extraction of less accurate
results, especially for the cases of automated analysis where
the functional form of the dynamics is not known a priori.
Second, for a C2 containing a much larger number of frames
than the input size of the model, a considerable portion of it
would still contain the original level of noise after the model
is applied along ta.

Here, we build upon the knowledge gained from the previ-
ous model to address the reduction of noise in arbitrary-sized
C2s with nonequilibrium dynamics such as ageing. We further
demonstrate how the new model, integrated into a work-
flow for quantitative analysis of XPCS data, eliminates the
need of age binning and allows wider parameter bounds for
the fit of C1s. This, in turn, enables the sought-after au-
tomation of the analysis. The results of such an analysis
have a temporal resolution, which is limited only by the
experimental acquisition rates. The methods for estimating
the credibility of the results—uncertainty scoring for de-
noised C2s and trust regions for dynamics’ parameters —
are discussed. Various options for analysis workflows are
demonstrated for several XPCS experiments, which show ap-
plicability beyond quantitative analysis of common dynamics.
An example of analysis workflow is shared in form of a
JUPYTER [37] notebook in the accompanying git repository
[38].

II. METHODS

A. Data

For a denoising model to perform well for nonequilibrium
C2s, data from experiments with these types of dynamics are
used for training. The data are collected from 65 XPCS exper-
iments at the CHX beamline of NSLS-II from three different
samples, recorded at different conditions and with different
detector collection rates. Some of the measurements are re-
peated multiple times at the same conditions. The samples
generally exhibit dynamics, common for many materials, that
at various rates monotonically decelerate with age or stay at
quasiequilibrium. For all considered dynamics, individual C1s
can be approximated with the Kohlrausch-Williams-Watts
(KWW) form [39]

C1(td ) = C∞ + βe−2(�td )α , (3)

where � is the rate of the dynamics, β is the dynamic contrast
factor, α is the compression constant, and C∞ is the baseline.
All parameters are functions of ta and q. Several regions of
interest in the reciprocal space are considered for each experi-
ment when calculating C2s. This results in a total of 492 C2s,
ranging from 134 to 2950 frames. The original full-sized C2s
are split between training (454) and validation (38) sets prior
to generating 100 × 100 frames inputs to the model and aug-
menting the data. The training set is used for obtaining model
weights and the validation set is used for model optimization,
i.e., parameters tuning, and the evaluation of its performance
as described in the Supplemental Material (SM) [40]. The
augmentation of data includes systematic frames subsampling
and the inversion of the C2 matrix to artificially diversify the
distribution of considered XPCS experiments (see SM [40]).

Each input (100 × 100 frames) is scaled to have zero mean
and unit variance prior to passage through the model. A re-
verse transformation is performed for the model output.

B. Denoising autoecoder model

The CNN–ED model architecture [36], used for equi-
librium data, demonstrates several advantages, such as
simplicity, control of overfitting, as well as fast training and
application. Trying the same model architecture with cer-
tain adjustments for nonequilibrium data is a natural choice.
The model presented here consists of an encoder with two
10-channel convolutional [41] layers that compress the in-
put into eight encoded variables (the latent vector) and the
decoder with two ten-channel transpose-convolutional layers.
Low dimensionality of the latent vector helps to only pass es-
sential information through the model, suppressing the noise.
Two modifications are implemented during the model training
to meet the peculiarities of nonequilibrium dynamics. First,
since a “noise-free” version of an input cannot be obtained
by averaging multiple cropped inputs collected from the same
full-sized C2, the model is trained in an autoencoder mode
[42] with an input and its target being the same. Second, a
nonequilibrium C2 cannot be described by a single C1 and
thus only the mean square loss between the output and the
target is chosen as the training loss function. Due to the loss
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function being applied directly to the model output, there is
no clear interpretation of the latent space components. Apply-
ing additional constraints to the latent vector would produce
interpretable [43] parameters. Implementing such constraints
would require a fixed set of parameters that describe all pos-
sible dynamics passed to the model and an expensive manual
labeling of the training/testing data, i.e., fitting of all training
and validation inputs to a certain functional form. However, an
interpretable latent vector is not required for the applications
considered in this work and thus is not implemented here.

Despite the increased complexity of the dynamics in
the training data, the architecture still appears appropriate
for the denoising task based on the model’s good perfor-
mance for the validation set (see SM [40]). The size of the
convolutional kernel reflects the local receptive field of the
model and thus it is expected that it would affect the model
performance. The effectiveness of the denoising autoencoder
models (DAE) with convolutional kernel sizes from 1 to 17
is tested and only minor improvements in the smoothness of
the output and the level of finite details preserved for larger
kernels are discovered. The models with larger kernels take a
longer time to train and the computational time during their
application also becomes significant. In the following, unless
stated otherwise, a model with the kernel size of 1 is used.
The fact that the same model architecture works well for
both equilibrium and nonequilibrium ageing C2s confirms its
robustness for different types of dynamics.

Since the model has a fully connected layer (the latent vec-
tor), it can only be applied to a fixed-size input, i.e., 100 × 100
frames. However, the dimensions of an experimental C2 can
vary considerably. Application of the model in a sliding win-
dow fashion along the age axis ta can help with the noise
reduction in certain cases like in our original quasiequilibrium
analysis [36]. Nevertheless, this approach is not suitable for
general cases of C2s, where the speckle signals decorrelate
outside of the first 100 delay frames. The employed solution
for the model application to inputs of arbitrary size (down-
and-up mapping) is described in detail in SM [40] so it may
be adopted by others.

C. Uncertainty quantification for denoising

When applying a model to unseen data, there are three
potential sources of uncertainty: error (noise) of the input,
model’s bias, and model’s variance. The bias of the model
primarily originates from selection of the training dataset
and the model’s architecture. Variance appears due to ran-
dom initializations of the model’s weights and the ordering
of data batches during the model’s training. Approaches for
quantifying uncertainty for a deep learning model often in-
volve random perturbations of the model during training
and/or application and obtaining the distribution of respective
outputs [44].

We estimate the variance of the DAE by considering de-
viations of outputs for models trained with different random
initializations (see SM [40]). It appears that the model’s vari-
ance is generally much smaller than the corresponding values
of β, thereby its influence on the dynamics quantification
is insignificant. Moreover, the fluctuations of values in the
neighboring points of a C2denoised, caused by down-and-up

mapping during the model application, scale linearly with the
inherent variance of the model. Thus, it is not necessary to
separately estimate the model’s variance for experiments with
more than 100 frames, as the point-to-point variations in a
C2denoised already influence the quantitative analysis of its C1s.

From a practical point of view, the main potential source
of uncertainty of the model is its bias. Obviously, a DAE
must exhibit some bias to remove noise. Hence, to drive
the decision about applicability of the model in each case,
the quantification of the bias ought to answer the following
question: How certain can one be that the model’s output is
a valid representation of the underlying sample’s dynamics
in the input? Naturally, a model returns the most trustworthy
results for the inputs that are very similar to the examples
in the training set. We suggest two quantitative measures —
uncertainty scores — for estimating the bias by comparing the
new input to the training examples.

The first measure is based on the Euclidean distance be-
tween the latent vector representation of an input and the
center of the latent representations of all training examples.
The analysis of the pairwise distributions of the eith latent
coordinates of the training set reveals that they form a single
compact cluster (see SM [40]). To ensure an equal contri-
bution of each latent dimension to the uncertainty score, all
coordinates are scaled to have a zero mean and unit variance
across the training dataset. The shape of the cluster is deter-
mined by the distribution of dynamics and the noise level in
the training set. The distance between any point and the cluster
center is indicative of how different a given input is from most
of the training data and thus can be used as an uncertainty
score. To improve the interpretability of the bias, the distance
to the center is normalized by its median value among the
training set examples. The normalization of the distance helps
to set a general threshold for an acceptable level of the bias
without reference to a particular model or the training set.

The second measure of the denoising bias is less abstract
and does not depend on the model architecture. It involves the
evaluation of trends in residuals, i.e., the differences between
the model’s outputs and the corresponding targets. When an
output is a valid representation of the sample’s dynamics, the
residual should resemble random and sometimes correlated
noise in the form of vertical and horizontal stripes, without
trends along either ta or td . Since the training examples mostly
represent monotonically ageing dynamics, the model tends
to perform well for similar cases. A trend in a residual can
indicate a heterogeneity on top of the ageing dynamics or a
completely different type of dynamics. Such situations require
additional attention during analysis and are discussed in more
details in Sec. III A.

To identify the trends, it is convenient to look at the
projection of a two-dimensional residual to the vertical (or
horizontal) direction. Without trends, the autocorrelation coef-
ficients (ACCs) of this projection are close to zero. In contrast,
when a trend is present, the absolute value of the ACCs grows.
We calculate the first ACCs for all the examples of the train-
ing set and approximate the probability density distribution
using a Gaussian kernel density estimator (see SM [40]). The
probability density for the first ACC of the residual for a test
example is the second type of uncertainty scoring of the model
prediction.
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Since both bias measures are based on the distribution
of the training examples, they are suitable for detecting
anomalies — inputs that are different from the training set.
The analysis workflow can flag a new C2 as an anomaly if its
uncertainty score is above the user-defined threshold.

D. Extracting dynamics parameters

A conventional quantitative analysis of XPCS results with
nonequilibrium dynamics, such as ageing, involves taking
time-slices along the delay axis td of a C2 at different sample’s
ages ta and fitting the resulting C1s with an appropriate model
that describes the dynamics, which in many cases is the KWW
form [Eq. (3)]. Typically, several adjacent slices within age
range �ta need to be averaged to target a signal-to-noise
ratio that is sufficient for extracting dynamics parameters
with reasonable certainty. It is necessary that the dynamics
do not change much within �ta. An example of selecting a
quasiequilibrium bin within a C2 is shown in Fig. 1. This
approach leads to a loss of temporal resolution for the param-
eters. Moreover, the procedure of binning C1s often requires
a repetitive evaluation of the fitting results and adjustment of
bins’ boundaries by an expert researcher. For a large volume
of collected data, it becomes challenging to properly split
C2s for each experimental region of interest (ROI), leading to
a growing uncertainty of the results. The ability to perform
an adequate quantitative analysis for a single value of �ta
across the entire experiment would facilitate the automation
of the analysis process. The highest temporal resolution and
maximum usage of the experimental data are achieved when
considering cuts with �ta = 1 1

frame rate (or, f r−1).
An alternative approach to the traditional analysis could be

a “global” fit of C2 with Eq. (3), parameterized as functions of
ta [Fp(ta), p = �, β, α,C∞]. This method reduced the number
of parameters per C2(t1, t2) point. However, the selection of
such functions would require a prior knowledge of the system
behavior, which rarely can be available for online data analy-
sis during the experiments. Moreover, nonlinear regression is
very sensitive to the initial parameter values, parameter limits,
and outlier points (i.e., noise). Thus, the initial parameter
values for a Fp(ta), that are likely q-dependent would also
need to be supplied by a researcher prior to analysis. While
the method of a “global” fit can be appropriate for offline data
analysis for certain systems, it is not a suitable solution for
automated first-pass analysis of high-volumes of diverse data.

We compare the possibility of conducting a quantitative
analysis of a C2raw and a corresponding C2denoised while con-
sidering C1 cuts with �ta = 1 f r−1 without a prior knowledge
of the dynamic’s parameter ranges (Fig. 2). An example of a
noisy C2raw (350 frames) from the validation set [Fig. 2(a)]
is passed through the model, resulting in the C2denoised with a
significantly reduced level of noise [Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)]. The
latent space representations of the 100 × 100 frames C2reduced

are close to the center of the training set [Fig. 2(d)], indicating
that the model output is likely a valid representation of the
dynamics in the input. To extract the parameters, each of the
C1 cuts is fitted to Eq. (3). Cuts with less than 5 td values are
not considered. The results of the fit are shown in Figs. 2(e)
to 2(h). The fits for the C1 cuts from the C2raw with �ta
= 35 f r−1 are provided as ground truth values. Apparently,

FIG. 2. Comparison of quantitative analysis for C2raw and
C2denoised. (a) C2raw, (b) C2denoised, (c) C1s taken along the line in
(a,b), (d) distribution of latent vector lengths for the training set
(green) and the C2reduceds (orange), (e)–(h) plots for dynamics param-
eters values according to the legend. The trust regions are calculated
for fits of C2denoised.

high noise in the C2raw does not allow extracting meaningful
information about the temporal evolution of the dynamics pa-
rameters without restricting the fit parameters within narrow
regions or increasing the bin width. The C2denoised, on the other
hand, produces smooth, slowly evolving trends, matching the
ground truth values.

While binning and averaging C1s reduces the noise, it is
not a universal solution because the material’s dynamics can
vary considerably within an age bin, and therefore, a single set
of parameters cannot describe them. For the example shown
in Fig. 2, this becomes apparent when considering averaging
all available C1s and fitting the result to Eq. (3). Since β

and C∞ are not changing in this experiment, the resulting
values for these parameters are close to the ground truth
values. However, the values for � and α are not close to their
corresponding average values.

For automatic analyses to become autonomous, it is im-
portant to flag the results that cannot be fully trusted. For
example, if the dynamics are not fully captured by the ex-
periment, parameters of Eq. (3) become mutually dependent
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FIG. 3. Smart analysis workflow. Shape keys: rhombus—data supplied to the algorithm, rounded shape—model, diamond shape—result
of calculations. Color keys: green—results of XPCS measurements, purple—supplied by a user, orange—intermediate results, red—the final
results.

and the outputs of the nonlinear regression can be misleading
because several different sets of the dynamics parameters can
produce almost equally good fits. Therefore, we introduce
the concept of trust regions for all fit parameters, noting that
this may be generally applied even to traditionally obtained
C1s for equilibrium dynamics. A trust region of a parameter
is a binary vector with the length equal to the number of
bins along ta, which indicates whether the parameter is likely
to be reliably identified within each bin. The binary values
are determined by several criteria including the rate of the
dynamics, goodness-of-fit to Eq. (3), correlations between
parameters and parameters’ relative errors.

When a material’s dynamics are slow with respect to the
maximum lag td covered by the experiment, the baseline C∞
cannot be reliably identified. Likewise, the true value of β

cannot be extracted if the dynamics are not fully captured by
the experiment. In our algorithmic approach, the quantitative
measure for establishing respective thresholds for the dynam-
ics rate is a half-time T1/2, i.e., the time it takes for the contrast
to decay by half:

T1/2 =
(

ln2

2

) 1
α 1

�
. (4)

For slow dynamics, when the half-time is larger than a
user-defined portion of C1’s length, the trust region values for
C∞ and β are set to zero: not trustable. In the case of fast
dynamics, when the half-time is less than a certain number
of frames, the trust region for β is set to zero. However, the
C∞ can be reliably extracted for fast dynamics and hence
its trust region values are set to 1. Similarly, threshold-based
conditions are defined for the correlation coefficient between
parameters, relative errors of the parameters, and R2 measure
of the fit.

III. RESULTS

A. Smart analysis workflow

Depending on the application, there are various ways to
design an analysis workflow that includes C2raw and C2denoised

as well as any prior knowledge about the material’s dynamics
and parameters of the experimental setup, e.g., maximum
contrast factor. The DAE provides the means for constructing
modules tackling various aspects of the analysis: anomaly de-
tection, automated fits for dynamics parameters, disentangling
average dynamics and fluctuations, and so on. The modules
can be arranged within the same workflow.

Here, we present an example of a smart analysis workflow
(SAW) for extracting the dynamics parameters from a C2raw

as illustrated in Fig. 3. The word smart refers to the fact that
the analysis is performed in the contexts of the intermediate
results. This approach allows to avoid unnecessary fits of the
anomalous data, automatic adjustment of the fit parameters’
bounds, and evaluation of trustworthiness of results, which
are crucial information for autonomous and high-throughput
experiments.

In SAW, a C2denoised is first used for flagging unusual
observations and then for an iterative fit of the dynamics
parameters. The last step of the analysis results in two sets
of parameters with corresponding errors and trust regions:
one for the C2raw and one for the C2denoised. A step-by-step
algorithm for extracting the parameters is provided in the
SM [40].

Optional flagging of unusual observations is done based
on whether the uncertainty score for the C2denoised is above a
user-defined threshold. Upon calculating the uncertainty score
for the C2denoised, one may wish to extend the workflow to
investigate possible dynamic heterogeneities of the sample
by relying on the denoised output and the results of the fits.
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The bias of the denoising model provides the opportunity
to separate the average “envelope” dynamics and stochastic
heterogeneities by subtracting either the C2denoised or the C2,
computed based on the fit parameters for the C2denoised, from
the original C2raw. The residual C2 can be studied with the
fourth-order time correlation function [45,46].

According to the demonstrated SAW, C2denoised is used for
automatically narrowing the parameters’ boundaries based on
the range of its initial fit results within the valid trust regions.
The new boundaries are then used to fit both the C2raw and the
C2denoised. Naturally, when reporting experimental outcomes,
the fitting results of unprocessed C2raw have a higher priority
with respect to the fitting results of C2denoised because signal
processing, such as noise removal, introduces an uncertainty.
However, it is also possible to supplement the fitting results
for C2raw with the fitting results for C2denoised for regions in
parameter space where low signal-to-noise ratio in raw data
prevents one from obtaining meaningful parameter values.
Note that the fitting results for C2denoised can be tested against
C2raw with goodness-of-fit measures such as R2. Alternatively,
one can use the fitting results for C2denoised to select quasiequi-
librium regions for the analysis of C2raw or for global fit of a
C2raw (see SM [40]).

The outputs of SAW include the trust regions, which
help to drive the decisions regarding using the results for
reporting or for driving an autonomous experiment. The
thresholds for calculating the trust regions can be established
once and reused between measurements. This would allow
for the XPCS facilities users to get scientific insights about
complex material dynamics during the experiments even for
new samples.

B. Application to new data: Standard analysis

We test SAW for XPCS analysis on previously reported
data for 3D printing with an ink containing lithium titanate
particles [20]. The experiment is not a part of the training or
the validation datasets used in the current work. However, the
far-from-equilibrium dynamics of the ink, exhibited during its
deposition and recovery, are similar to the types of dynam-
ics used during the models’ training. Thus, the experiment
presents an intended use case for the DAE.

There are several factors that limit the signal-to-noise ratio
in this experiment: operando character of the measurements,
beam-sensitivity of the ink, and anisotropy of the dynamics,
which requires selection of small ROIs in the reciprocal space
for analysis. In the original work, unevenly spaced age bins
of various width were selected to obtain good quality “aged”
C1 slices [20]. Here, we test the advantages of applying the
DAE for conducting the same analysis with bin width �ta =
1 f r−1.

Figure 4 provides an example of the DAE being applied to
the C2raw for one of the ROIs. Since the dynamics is relatively
fast, the points near the ta axis are denoised when the model
is applied in a sliding window fashion and the points away
from ta are denoised via down-and-up mapping approach.
The difference in level of noise for C2raw and C2denoised can
be seen from corresponding C1s taken at different ages. The
bin width of 1 frame has been considered for C2denoised and
resulting C1denoised(ta) are fitted to Eq. (3) to obtain C1fit(ta).

C1raw(ta) for bin widths 1 and 100 are compared against the
same C1fit(ta). As expected, the fit to denoised version of
correlation function describes the raw data well. As the width
of the bins increases, the values of C1raw(ta) lie closer to the
corresponding C1fit(ta) lines. The model captures well not
only the characteristic time of the signal decorrelation, but
also the change in the contrast factor β, caused by initial fast
nonergodic dynamics with timescales outside of the experi-
mental time window.

The sample’s dynamics for multiple ROIs is quantified ac-
cording to the scheme in Fig. 3. We calculate the drift velocity
from relaxation times at different wave vectors along depo-
sition direction � = −90◦ using only denoised C2s and com-
pare them to the values obtained in [20], as shown in Fig. 4(g).
The values obtained from C2denoised are in good agreement
with the results of the original analysis, confirming the DAE
does not distort the data. Instead, it eliminates the need to
carefully select the age bins and ensures the ultimate tem-
poral resolution of an acquisition period. The results shown
in Fig. 4(g) are obtained from four experiments, measured at
differed acquisition rates and beam attenuation level. All four
experiments were analyzed with the same threshold settings.

C. Application to new data: Outlier detection

While it is typically easy for a researcher to visually com-
pare two or more C2s or identify an unusual observation, the
high dimensionality of the data complicates such task for a
machine during an automated analysis. Thus, an efficient di-
mensionality reduction approach must be employed. By using
the latent space representation generated by the DAE, it is
possible to quantitatively compare C2s from a group of mea-
surements even if the model was not exposed to the same types
of dynamics during training. This is suitable for clustering or
anomaly detection in series of XPCS experiments.

We test the application of the model for instabilities de-
tection during data collection for static dynamics of a LSAT
sample (MTI Corporation) at the CSX beamline of NSLS-II.
Six scattering time series, 7200 frames each (exposure 1.0875
seconds) are purposefully collected during the synchrotron
accelerator testing to introduce a disturbance of experimen-
tal conditions. Three of the series are collected in a stable
beam regime, one series is recorded with small disturbance
(semi-stable regime) of the beam energy and one series is
recorded during strong beam energy disturbance (unstable
regime). From each series, 72 model inputs (size 100 × 100
frames) are generated by considering every 72nd frame with
different starting points. Since there is no dynamics, each of
the down-mapped inputs from a single series contains the
same information, but different noise. To make the compar-
ison sensitive to the mean value and variance of the contrast,
the inputs are not scaled, but are clipped within values of 0 and
3. The values at td = 0 are extrapolated with the neighboring
values as it is done for a routine model application.

Figure 5 shows the representations of stable, semi-stable,
and unstable series in the plane of two latent space coordi-
nates. All coordinates were standardized based on the values
for the stable series. Inputs formed from the stable scattering
series are located in close proximity of each other, forming
a tight cluster. This confirms the contractive property of the
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FIG. 4. Comparison of use C2raw and C2denoised from 3D printing experiments [20] for quantitative analysis. (a) C2denoised and bins of width
1 frame (dashed lines). (b) C1s corresponding to the bins in (a) (open circles) and their fits to Eq. (3) (solid lines). (c) C2raw and bins of width
1 frame (dashed lines). (d) C1s corresponding to the bins in (c) (open circles) and fits to denoised data from (b) (solid lines). (e) C2raw and bins
of width 100 frames (dashed lines). (f) C1s corresponding to the bins in (e) (open circles) and fits to denoised data from (b) (solid lines). (g)
Drift velocity obtained from a set of experimental scattering series, calculated using C2denoised (solid teal circles) and from Ref. [20]. Results
from C2denoised have 7854 points and the previous results have 19 points.

DAE — the fact that similar inputs are close in the latent
space. Having multiple C2s representing the same dynamics
through the down-mapping procedure allows estimating the
characteristic size of the cluster, to which all other points in
the latent space should be compared to.

The disturbance of the beam intensity does not affect
the C2 as much as long as the beam is not lost. This is
expected due to normalization in Eq. (1). In agreement to
this expectation, the inputs collected from experiment with
a small disturbance (i.e., semi-stable series) are close to the
undisturbed (stable) series in the latent space for all eight
coordinates (see SM [40]). However, when the disturbance

is so strong that the beam is lost for part of the series, the
latent space representations of the corresponding C2s are
much further away from the undisturbed series along some
of the directions. In our case, the distance between the stable
and unstable series is the largest along the sixth coordinate.
The unstable series forms a separate cluster, where points
are much more spread out than for stable and semi-stable
series. Selecting a threshold distance between points filters out
the measurements taken at unstable experimental conditions.
Thus, it is possible to identify unusual observations in a set of
XPCS series by looking into the DAE’s latent representation
of C2s and comparing the distance between series using algo-
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FIG. 5. Detection of anomalies in static experiments by encoding
data with the DAE model. (a) Points in the latent space corresponding
to inputs generated from the experimental series. The points are
shown in the plane formed by the first and sixth coordinates. C2s for
(b) stable, (d) semi-stable, and (f) unstable experimental conditions.
(c), (e), and (f) Average intensities on the detector for the respective
experiments on the left.

rithms, such as local outlier detection [47] or isolation forest
[48].

Importantly, the above approach allows to compare the ex-
periments directly based on their observations and not merely
on the experimental conditions, which may have little effect
on the photon correlation values. Here, the semi-stable exper-
iment in Fig. 5(e) could be marked as an anomaly based on the
variation of the average intensity that, in fact, results in only
insignificant noise in the C2.

IV. DISCUSSION

Increased data collection rates at light source facilities
challenge [31,34] established approaches to handling the ex-
perimental results. Traditional analysis of XCPS data is a
multistep, often iterative, process that requires continuous
evaluation of intermediate results by a domain expert. Large
volume of observations and a researcher’s subjectivity in

alleviating low signal-to-noise ratio complicate proper extrac-
tion of valuable information from experiments. Concerningly,
this creates uncertainty during data collection, preventing ef-
ficient experimental steering. Computationally reducing noise
in C2s as a data processing step helps to achieve several
goals: automating the analysis workflow, improving temporal
resolution of parameters that quantify the system’s dynamics,
and increasing quantitative usage of data with high cost of
collection or from radiation-sensitive samples [49].

Here, we demonstrate how a DAE model can be included
into the smart analysis workflow of XPCS data for experi-
ments with nonequilibrium dynamics. Quantification of the
model’s bias helps driving the decision about the use of its
outputs as well as flagging unusual observations, such as het-
erogeneities or dynamics that are very different from ageing.
The denoised correlation function can be used for optimizing
and complementing the fit of the raw data. The concept of
trust regions combines the assessment of the fit quality as well
as domain expertise, which helps to not only report the most
reliable results, but also to automate sequential narrowing of
the fit parameter boundaries.

The model’s performance for unseen 3D printing data (not
included in the training/validation datasets) demonstrates the
advantages of its application to complex XPCS experiments.
For measurements where the material’s dynamics are simi-
lar enough to the model’s training dataset, the analysis does
not require a human-in-the-loop after all the thresholds are
selected prior to analysis. Moreover, the analysis performs the
known required tasks to enable autonomous data acquisition.
It provides values of dynamics parameters, which are im-
portant for making decisions about adapting data acquisition
parameters such as acquisition rate, exposure time, duration
of data acquisition, or about changing the sample and/or the
processing parameters.

We further demonstrate how encoded representations of
C2s can be used for quantitative comparison of two or more
scattering time series, which can be useful for identifying
“anomalies” such as experimental instabilities or changes with
scientific meaning (e.g., phase transitions). The comparison
can even be done for the types of dynamics that are not present
in the training set.

In conclusion, in this work we demonstrate how a CNN-
based DAE can be used for C2s with nonequilibrium
dynamics for experimental scattering series of arbitrary size.
The addition of the DAE to XPCS analysis along with quan-
tifying uncertainty helps with automating the analysis and
improves the temporal resolution of extracted parameters. Be-
sides, analysis of residuals and latent space representations
of the inputs helps to detect anomalous dynamics that go
beyond monotonic ageing. This property can be employed
for recognizing heterogeneities or phase transitions. Several
examples of incorporating the DAE in analysis workflows
for experimental data, collected at NSLS-II, demonstrate its
effectiveness for unseen data and the diversity of its appli-
cations. Denoising and encoding properties of the model are
promising for various online and offline data analysis tasks
for speckle dynamics, and they are likely an essential tool
to enable autonomous experiments at XPCS facilities. The
seemingly wide applicability of these types of DAE models
further illustrates the their importance in the field.
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At the time of publication, the code used to produce the
analysis presented in this work as well as a pretrained model
was found at [38].
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